ABSTRACT Cognitive radio networks (CRNs) open up the underutilized parts of the licensed spectrum for secondary reuse, so long as this secondary access does not cause harmful interference to the licensed users. Being able to run CRNs in a completely decentralized manner, as opposed to centralized operation, can be quite advantageous, because it avoids the complexity and single point-of-failure issues that arise from the presence of a central controller, and also eliminates the difficult step of establishing and maintaining a common control channel, which can suffer from saturation and malicious attacks. To that end, we propose in this paper a novel decentralized spectrum allocation technique for CRNs that not only provides great performance in terms of high throughput, excellent fairness, and minimal interference between cognitive users but also provides very stable network operation, in which cognitive users do not have to switch their operating frequency quite regularly. This is achieved by systematically observing the history of the spectrum usage to determine the proper channel assignment in the CRN. Our proposed technique is intuitive, is completely decentralized, and allows for quick reaction to changes in the CRN, such as when the primary users licensed to use the spectrum are suddenly activated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cognitive radio networks (CRNs) have a great potential to improve radio spectrum utilization because they allow unlicensed secondary users (SUs) to opportunistically access the spectrum bands that might happen to be unoccupied by the licensed primary users (PUs) at a given time of day or within a certain geographical area [1] - [8] .
Decentralized CRNs, as opposed to centralized ones, have no central authority to sense and allocate spectrum opportunities, i.e., idle spectrum bands that can be used by SUs [4] , [5] . Such decentralized CRNs have attracted widespread interest due to their desirable characteristics. For starters, they do not require establishing a common control channel (CCC), to allow exchanging information between the different parties in the CRN [5] , [6] . Finding, allocating and maintaining a CCC is quite challenging due to the unpredictable spectrum availability, which is a typical condition in the context of CRNs [6] , [7] . In addition, CCCs are prone to information saturation, jamming and denial of service (DoS) attacks [7] , [8] . Moreover, centralized controllers represent performance bottlenecks limiting the scalability of the system. They also suffer from extra complexity requirements and single point-of-failure issues [9] , [10] .
On the other side of the coin, due to the lack of dedicated infrastructure and CCCs, decentralized CRNs are more desirable. However, they also face challenges of their own, including how to efficiently (and fairly) distribute the spectrum resources among competing users without resulting in excessive contention. Contention limits throughput, increases delay and wastes spectrum. The difficulty arises because each cognitive base station (BS) in the decentralized CRN relies on its own local information to make decisions about spectrum access without communicating such decisions to other cognitive BSs in the network.
Numerous studies have been dedicated to addressing the spectrum assignment problem in decentralized CRNs.
A summary of relevant ones is presented in the next section under Related Work. The spectrum access mechanism in [11] stands out, however, because it manages to minimize contention to a great extent when assigning channels to cognitive BSs. The idea in such previous work (named opportunistic access) is for cognitive BSs to juggle spectrum bands amongst themselves every random period of time, thus taking turns to transmit in any single band. In other words, while a BS is transmitting in a particular frequency band, other cognitive BSs do not disturb the successful BS, which voluntarily gives up the band after a random amount of time so that others can utilize it for their own transmission.
This approach of gently exchanging bands, rather than aggressively contending for them at the beginning of every time slot was able to achieve notable performance in terms of throughput and quick reaction to PU activation. In addition, the opportunistic access was reasonably fair in distributing the spectrum bands among the competing cognitive BSs. However, this opportunistic technique can be significantly improved in one main area, which is the operating frequency switching cost. We note that cognitive BSs in opportunistic access have to regularly give up the bands they are utilizing so that others can use them. This ensures fairness, but also puts the BSs through a continuous flux of exchanging bands, which might be justified when the system experiences a high burst of load, as there are not enough bands to satisfy the needs of all BSs, or when detecting active PUs in the system. However, at lower loads (a situation that occurs quite often in rural and suburban area CRNs), or when no PUs are detected, there are plenty of underutilized bands to go around, which means there is no need for such juggling of spectrum. Preventing cognitive BSs from regularly giving up the spectrum bands they are utilizing can stabilize the system by minimizing the overhead incurred when each BS switches its operating frequency.
The spectrum management technique we propose in this work (named History-Oriented Procedure for spectrum Management, or HOP-M for short) achieves better performance than the opportunistic access technique because it can minimize such frequency switching behavior, while still achieving the same excellent performance (in terms of throughput and fairness) achieved by the opportunistic technique.
Minimizing frequency switching in the CRN can be extremely beneficial [12] because: (a) Firstly, it reduces the reconfiguration delay and energy consumption incurred by the hardware of the cognitive BS and its SUs every time the operating frequency is switched. This reconfiguration is required to re-adjust the local oscillators, tune the RF frontend filters, perform carrier acquisition and clock synchronization, setup the Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) and DSP sampling rates, etc. (b) Second, switching frequency bands involves a substantial protocol overhead, in which the cognitive BS has to notify all of its SUs of the imminent switch to another frequency before leaving the current spectrum band. Unfortunately, the cognitive BS usually does not know beforehand the new frequency it will acquire because acquiring new spectrum bands in decentralized CRNs involves contention, the result of which is not known ahead of time. The best the cognitive BS can do is to inform its SUs of a small list of empty spectrum bands that the BS will likely contend for, and the approximate time slot it will initiate this contention process. (c) This leads us to the third problem if recurrent frequency switching happens, which is the fact that the SUs attached to a cognitive BS need to search for their corresponding BS after it switches frequency, within the list of candidate bands it provided them. This discovery process can be accomplished utilizing beacons transmitted from the BS, but it leads to more delays and extra power loss on the part of both the cognitive BS and its SUs. (d) Finally, the ability to minimize the frequency switching behavior of the cognitive BS has an extra unforeseen advantage, which is the ability to reduce hardware cost. This is applicable mainly in the special cases of low-load scenarios, where frequency switching in this case might be brought to almost a halt. In such case, the hardware of the SUs might be designed to only work in a range of frequencies (rather than all available spectrum bands within an area), which can result in significant drop in the cost of the hardware of the SUs (both the hardware used to sense the different spectrum bands and that used to transmit/receive data within such bands). This, of course, carries the risk of the SU not being able to contact the cognitive BS if the BS is forced to switch to a band that is not supported by the SU hardware. A possible application would be cognitive radio sensor networks (CRSNs), in which reducing the cost and energy requirements of tiny sensors in the network is extremely important [10] , [13] . In such applications, we might justify the above calculated risk of losing connectivity for some sensors, if say a few backup sensors are designed to work in all possible bands rather than all sensors being able to work in every frequency band.
It is important to indicate that the HOP-M method proposed here is not a simple extension of the method in [11] . Rather, it is a substantial redesign of the original idea of cognitive BSs juggling bands. In our HOP-M technique we allow cognitive BSs a short span of time to learn the channel conditions to help them decide how and when to juggle frequency bands amongst themselves, or if they should stop this process of juggling altogether to minimize frequency switching overhead. The results we achieve are remarkable, where frequency switching is brought to a halt in low load scenarios and to negligible values in over loaded scenarios. All without degrading any of the other performance parameters, such as throughput or reaction times to PU activation. In addition, our HOP-M protocol improves fairness (especially at higher loads) compared to the opportunistic technique without sacrificing the distributed nature of the system.
In summary, our contribution in this work is three-fold: (1) We introduce a novel protocol to observe the usage history of the available spectrum bands, which allows cognitive BSs to infer important information about the status of these individual bands and also the current status of the CRN in general. (2) Our technique improves enormously the stability of the CRN spectrum allocation compared to the opportunistic technique [11] , especially at low load conditions. This stability is achieved by reducing the repeated switching of the BS operating frequency, and is verified in this paper via multiple simulation scenarios under different system loading conditions. (3) Finally, we make sure that the design of the proposed technique is quite intelligent so it does not sacrifice throughput, fairness or CRN reaction time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a survey of related literature. In Section III we elaborate on the problem statement and describe the proposed spectrum management protocol, HOP-M. The simulation setup used to assess the performance of our technique is explained in Section IV, and the results of such simulation are carefully discussed in Section V. Section VI concludes with final remarks.
II. RELATED WORK
A large body of research attempted to tackle the issue of channel assignment in decentralized CRNs. This resulted in a wide range of approaches to solving this problem [5] - [8] . For example, the works in [14] - [18] arrange cognitive BSs into an underlay network, where the BSs predict their aggregate interference on PUs. By employing various optimization methods, such as particle swarm optimization [14] , double auction schemes [15] , non-cooperative games [16] , coalition formation games [17] , or even heuristics [18] , the cognitive BSs are able to adjust their transmit power and/or transmit frequency to ensure their interference on PUs do not exceed a predetermined threshold.
Unfortunately, such underlay networks do not bode well with long distance CRNs, because full-power secondary transmission is not allowed due to PU interference constraints, which also prevents cognitive BSs from transmitting at high data rates. The alternative to underlay systems is the interweave access method, where cognitive BSs access only the spectrum holes left unoccupied by PUs to avoid any possible interference. Several techniques were proposed in literature to address the process of discovering such spectrum opportunities, and coordinating access to them by the competing cognitive BSs. Examples include applying a cut set hazard concept to a parallel-series CRN system as in [19] , a quality-of-service-aware resource and service management technique that was introduced in [20] , a distributed subgradient method allowing for dynamic convex optimization of CRNs under dynamic behavior and noisy communication environments [21] , a dynamic spectrum heuristic replacement method based on a cross-layer optimization approach [22] , and an opportunistic access scheme based on shuffling spectrum bands among cognitive BSs [11] .
Yet another very common solution for optimizing spectrum assignment in decentralized CRNs is game-theoretic approaches. In such methods, cognitive BSs act as players, independently adapting their spectrum access strategies in an effort to maximize a particular utility function, which usually refers to throughput, delay or energy efficiency. For example, the work in [23] introduces a local interaction game to achieve global optimization for network satisfaction in a distributed fashion, while reducing information exchange among players in the game. Satisfaction here refers to cognitive BSs managing to obtain their desired spectrum demand. The method in [24] is a distributed adaptive-learning potential game that employs stochastic learning automata to adapt to a wide range of distributions of primary channel availabilities. In [25] , the authors combine a parallel repeated auction scheme and a distributed learning algorithm into a game to solve channel assignment in distributed CRNs. The employed bidding was based on a first-price sealed auction, designed to balance the system utility and allocation fairness. The algorithm in [26] is a potential game, in which a Bayesian learning automaton approach (that is learning-parameter free) is used to allow cognitive BSs to select proper channels in the game in a distributed manner. The work in [27] formulates the cognitive BS tradeoffs in distributed CRNs as a coalition formation game attempting to increase each BS individual gain, and also improve the performance of the entire system. The authors of [28] describe the sense-transmit-wait paradigm of cognitive BSs as a non-cooperative two-step game with a combined learning algorithm, that allows the BSs to learn their optimal strategies in the game. Finally, we mention the game in [29] , which is an ordinal potential game, combined with a decentralized stochastic learning-based algorithm permitting each cognitive BS to progressively evolve its strategy towards a Nash equilibrium.
Regardless of the game model that was proposed, such models suffer from excessive collisions when allowing cognitive BSs to contend for spectrum opportunities during each time slot, which is a problem that increases even further when the cognitive BSs demand more spectrum. In addition, several game theoretic approaches typically require information exchange between players to identify their current strategies, adding overhead to the network. They also exhibit high implementation complexity, and often require strict conditions to reach a Nash equilibrium. Our proposed method, on the other hand, overcomes these issues by providing a simple, robust, and highly efficient means of distributing the spectrum between the users of the system without the need for extra information exchange, and without the need for the intervention of a centralized controller.
III. SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider a decentralized CRN in which N cognitive BSs compete for access to M frequency bands. Each BS n ∈ [1, N ] would like to successfully occupy a certain number of spectrum bands, recognized as its spectrum demand, and denoted byŜ n . This number of frequency bands would be sufficient to serve the multiple SUs attached to the cognitive BS. To avoid the overhead of repeatedly switching VOLUME 4, 2016 between different frequency bands, a cognitive BS would like to stay in the same bands it is currently occupying as long as possible, assuming there are no PUs detected in such bands.
The system also includes a total of M PUs in the same geographical area, where PU m has license to use spectrum band m ∈ [1, M ] when it chooses to be active. PUs are assumed to get activated and deactivated once in a while, at the pace of several hours. Our PU model exemplifies the behavior of a TV or radio broadcasting station within a rural or suburban area. Such broadcasting station might operate only during specific hours of the day, just to go offline again for the rest of the day. The cognitive BSs do not know in advance the behavior of the PUs, but they need to accommodate, in an autonomous and intelligent way, to changes in PU activity.
The time axis is assumed to be divided into fixed-length time slots, each equal to τ seconds. Fig. 1 illustrates the behavior of cognitive BSs running our proposed HOP-M protocol. During each time slot t ∈ [1, T ], a cognitive BS will have acquired only a subset of the M frequency bands. Those are the bands in which it is currently transmitting. The rest of the M spectrum bands are called non-acquired bands.
To mitigate collisions amongst themselves, cognitive BSs sense the spectrum bands before accessing them. The cognitive BS adopts different sensing strategies for bands that it has acquired versus the bands that it has not acquired. For acquired bands, a cognitive BS n transmits its data in such bands during time slot t and waits for an acknowledgement (ACK) to arrive. If an ACK is received correctly on a particular band, the band in question is sensed successful (indirectly by the received ACK). We denote the number of such successful bands by s n (t). Otherwise, if no ACK arrives by the end of the time slot, we confirm that the band was acquired under contention. The number of such contention bands is referred to as c n (t).
For non-acquired bands, on the other hand, cognitive BS n performs local sensing during time slot t, just as typical CRNs would do [16] , [26] . This sensing will reveal which of these non-acquired bands are empty, the number of which is denoted by e n (t), and which are busy (i.e., occupied by PUs or other cognitive BSs), the total number of which is called b n (t). If the cognitive BS needs to acquire a new band, it will pick one of the e n (t) empty bands in time slot t as a candidate to join in the next time slot t + 1.
B. PROPOSED HOP-M TECHNIQUE
The opportunistic access algorithm in [11] requires a cognitive BS to acquire certain bands for a random duration of time slots, after which it leaves the bands for the benefit of other cognitive BSs. Contention for bands is only possible at the instant of acquiring new spectrum bands and stops shortly thereafter, when one BS is successful in acquiring the band. This reduces wasted spectrum and provides excellent overall system throughput, even at very high loads. However, an unintended consequence of joining and leaving bands randomly is that BSs have to use different spectrum bands throughout their operation. This results in cognitive BSs switching their operating frequency quite often.
To minimize the possibility of cognitive BSs quickly abandoning their successful bands, the cognitive BSs in HOP-M decide if they should leave (or keep) a successfully acquired band only at the end of a maintenance window, the width of which is W n (for BS n), where W n = w × τ seconds, and w is the initial maintenance window length that we set to the same integer number w > 1 for all BSs. We will see in Section III-C that some BSs might expand their maintenance window length W n beyond that of w × τ at certain conditions, and that is why our notation maintains different W n values for different BSs. To reiterate, the boundaries of such maintenance windows will be the instants of time in which BSs can leave the bands that they utilized in previous maintenance windows (see Fig. 1 ).
On the other side of the fence, when the number of successfully acquired bands s n (t) for BS n (in HOP-M) drops below a certain point, the BS attempts to acquire a new band picked appropriately from the set of e n (t) empty bands it observed in the preceding time slot, without having to wait until the end of the maintenance window.
A unique feature of HOP-M is that each cognitive BS attempts to learn (autonomously) about the system status utilizing the spectrum sensing observations it made over time.
To that end, each cognitive BS maintains a history record of the spectrum status. The length of this history record is H n time slots (counting back from the current time slot t), where H n > w. We call this moving record the history for BS n. The cognitive BS records in its history the status h m n t in which it found spectrum band m during time slot t . Of course, there are four possible states for each spectrum band as follows:
As stated previously, the S and C states are detected by the proper reception of an ACK, or lack thereof, respectively, while the E and B states are detected by local cognitive radio sensing [16] , [26] . The recording of this moving history is a very simple task and resembles how moving averages work. It allows BS n to count the instances λ m n (t) in which band m was observed empty during its recorded history as follows:
where the bracket [ψ] evaluates to 1 if the condition ψ inside it is satisfied, and 0 otherwise. Notice that the empty count λ m n (t) is an integer that can assume a value in the range [0, H n ]. If band m is consistently sensed empty by BS n, we get λ m n (t) = H n , otherwise we obtain a smaller value. Similarly, the total number of history time slots in which band m was observed to be successfully acquired by BS n (before and up to time slot t) is given by:
The history-based counters λ m n (t) and δ m n (t) will play an important role in our proposed technique because they represent key observations made by BS n about the spectrum status just before the end of time slot t. In the following subsections, we explain how HOP-M instructs each cognitive BS to leave or acquire new bands in an intelligent way to minimize frequency switching.
C. LEAVING AN ACQUIRED BAND
At the end of its maintenance window, BS n has to decide whether it should leave one of its spectrum bands so that other cognitive BSs can make use of it. Remember that we want to minimize the possibility of leaving a band, unless absolutely necessary, to minimize the frequency switching overhead. That is why in HOP-M, cognitive BS n uses its history information, specifically λ m n (t), to know if the system has enough empty bands to satisfy the needs of other cognitive BSs. If so, there is no need to leave any of the bands successfully acquired by BS n. This significantly improves the stability of the system and eliminates frequency switching events.
To elaborate, at the end of every maintenance window (say by the end of time slott), BS n calculates the score n t of the empty band observations it made within its history as follows,
If the cognitive BS finds that n t ≥ 1, then throughout the retained history record, there has been, on average, one (or more) spectrum bands that were observed empty within the system that no other BS has utilized. This indicates that BS n does not need to give up any of its bands for the duration of the next maintenance window. Other cognitive BSs will not be affected by that decision because there is at least one (probably more) empty bands available for their use in the network.
On the other hand, if BS n finds that n t < 1, this means that the system is overloaded as each of the M spectrum bands in the system was occupied at least part of the time within recorded history. Hence, the cognitive BS might need to sacrifice one of its frequency bands to the benefit of other BSs. To strike a balance between the BS surrendering its band to others (which improves fairness) and selfishly retaining the band for itself (which reduces frequency switching overhead), we adopt a probabilistic coin flip for the BS to decide to keep or leave the band. The coin flip leave probability L n t at the end of time slott is set to:
where s n t is the number of successfully acquired spectrum bands by BS n at the end of the current maintenance window, andŜ n is the spectrum demand for this BS. In other words, if the cognitive BS notices that it has satisfied or exceeded its spectrum demand, then it is more willing to give up one of its spectrum bands to others (i.e., higher leave probability L n t ). On the other hand, if BS n is starved for bandwidth (say it has recently joined the CRN, so it is does not yet have enough number of spectrum bands), it will be less willing to give up one of its spectrum bands to others. The probabilistic approach to determining whether we should leave a band or not ensures fairness between competing cognitive BSs in our VOLUME 4, 2016 decentralized system. For example, at high loads, a cognitive BS might not have satisfied its spectrum demand just yet, but at the same time might be holding more successfully acquired bands than other BSs in the system. Since the BS has no way of knowing this fact, a probabilistic coin flip will ensure that the BS can still leave one of its bands to the benefit of more bandwidth-starved BSs in this scenario. If the BS decides to leave a band, it will leave only one band at the end of that maintenance window, the choice of which is based on the BS observed history. The spectrum band with the minimum successful utilization count δ m n t is the one abandoned, while other bands are retained. If there are several successfully acquired bands with the same minimum value of δ m n t , then the one that was acquired most recently is the one conceded. The second thing to note is that the BS that decides to leave one of its successful bands must extend the length of its next maintenance window to a new higher value equal to:
where a d > 0 is a control parameter to be explained shortly. This window expansion will defer the next instant in which BS n has to decide to leave (or keep) another of its successful bands. This deference is there for BS n to wait for other BSs in the system to reciprocate by giving some of their spectrum bands up for the benefit of the network before BS n has to give up an additional band at the end of the next maintenance window.
Notice that this new window length has increased compared to the original window length of W n = w × τ in proportion to s n t /Ŝ n , which means that as the system gets more overloaded, and the ratio s n t /Ŝ n decreases, BS n will be more cooperative in giving up its bands because it senses that others might be in dire need for such spectrum.
Lastly, if BS n decides not to abandon its spectrum band at the end of the current window, it must reset the next maintenance window length back to W n = w × τ seconds.
We do not fail to mention that when the CRN is under lightly loaded conditions (where s n t ≥Ŝ n ), the BS does not have to concede any spectrum bands nor extend the maintenance window length, since the BS just stops the process of leaving bands altogether (when n t ≥ 1 as we mentioned earlier). The details of the leaving protocol executed at each cognitive BS in HOP-M is carefully illustrated in the pseudo code of Fig. 2 .
The choice of both the control parameters w and a d allows us to balance system throughput, on the one hand, and how fast the network stabilizes after a disturbance (defined as the settling time T s in section IV-B), on the other. For one thing, increasing the values of w and/or a d increases the length of the maintenance window, allowing BSs to hold on to their successfully acquired bands for longer times, before having to release them and contend for new ones. This enhances throughput. But, on the other hand, longer maintenance windows prevent BSs from giving up their spectrum bands to newcomers or to BSs who have been disturbed by a PU, thus delaying the reaction time of the whole system to the disturbance.
The interesting point is that this choice of control parameters represents a design tradeoff, and can be changed to suit the situation at hand. For example, if frequent disturbances to the network are expected, then we can choose smaller w and a d values to allow BSs to settle quickly after the disturbance. Otherwise, higher values of w and a d can be chosen to maximize the system throughput (see also Table 1 ).
D. ACQUIRING A BAND
Unlike leaving a band, which occurs only at the end of maintenance windows, BSs are allowed to acquire new bands in any time slot they find empty bands that are available. This design choice was made to allow newcomer BSs to quickly obtain spectrum bands to satisfy their demand without having to needlessly wait for the end of maintenance windows, especially when the systems is lightly loaded and there are plenty of empty bands to go around. Of course, at higher loads empty bands are harder to come by, and the newcomer BSs have to wait until an incumbent BS releases one of its bands at the end of its corresponding maintenance window to be able to acquire that band.
The band acquisition process goes like this: If BS n finds an empty band during time slot t (i.e., e n (t) > 0), and from its history record the BS notices that n (t) ≥ 1 (which means that the CRN has excess empty bands that are not being utilized), then BS n takes the decision to contend for one of the e n (t) empty bands in the next time slot t +1, if and only if,
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where a s ∈ [0, 1] is a weighting constant to be explained shortly. If, however, the condition in (7) does not hold true, then BS n refrains from contending for any new bands in time slot t +1. If the BS decides to acquire a new band, it picks only one of the available e n (t) empty bands. The BS choses the band that has the highest observed successful utilization count δ m n (t) based on its history information. If multiple empty bands happen to have the same maximum utilization count (which could be zero at the start of the system), one of these empty bands is chosen at random with uniform probability. Let us turn our attention back to understanding equation (7) . For a moment, let us assume that we set the control parameter a s = 0. In this case, the cognitive BS keeps acquiring one new band every time slot so long as there are empty bands, and its current count of acquired bands (both successful and under contention) is s n (t) + c n (t) ≤Ŝ n . This will eventually achieve the objective of each BS satisfying its spectrum demand by reaching the condition s n (t) =Ŝ n . However, we introduce the count of bands under contention c n (t) in the decision of acquiring new bands because we want BSs to avoid overreacting and taking more bands than necessary before waiting for the results of the contention they initiated (which of course, they can win or lose).
The second part of equation (7), which contains the factor a s was introduced to imitate an interesting feature of the opportunistic technique in [11] , which allows cognitive BSs in a lightly-loaded system to take on more bands than their demand, since there are plenty of empty bands in such scenario, and giving them to BSs is better than leaving them to waste. This part of the equation uses the BS history record to find the percentage of empty bands in the system n (t) /M and uses this factor to increase its aggressiveness in acquiring bands.
Notice that this behavior is completely controllable by the value we pick for the constant a s . As we increase the value of a s , the left hand side of equation (7) drops below the 1.0 threshold forcing the BS to acquire more bands than it really needs. This behavior, of course, is modulated by our history-based observation of available empty bands in the system n (t) to avoid overdoing it as the load on the system increases to (and beyond) 100%.
We do not forget to mention that the band acquisition behavior changes if the cognitive BS notices that n (t) < 1, which means that, overall, empty bands are hard to come by, and the available e n (t) empty bands are to be treated as a scarce resource. To ensure fairness, we want empty bands to be acquired only by BSs who need them the most (i.e., the ones starved of bandwidth).
For this scenario ( n (t) < 1), BS n utilizes a probabilistic coin flip to acquire an empty band for this time slot. We set the band acquisition probability J n (t) to:
Notice in equation (8) that if BS n has a high count of acquired bands, it will be less likely to join new empty bands to allow others the chance to obtain them. This is very helpful in reducing contention at high loads (expected when n (t) < 1). Just as earlier, if the coin flip tells the BS to contend for the band, then BS n picks the band that has the highest success count δ m n (t), or picks one at random from the set of bands who have the same highest δ m n (t). The details of the process of acquiring a new empty band is presented in Fig. 3 . 
E. RESOLVING CONTENTION
When multiple uncoordinated cognitive BSs attempt to acquire the same empty band at a particular time slot, contention arises. This problem is solved in HOP-M by each BS n maintaining a counter i m n t , which counts the number of time slots BS n sensed band m under contention after it has acquired that band. Every time slott in which BS n observes contention in band m, BS n increments i m n t and then calculates a leaving probability R m n t to see if it should be the one to leave the band by the end of time slott (to resolve this contention), where,
The weighting parameter a i ∈ [0, 1] allows the designer easy control of the contention behavior. On the one hand, if a i is increased, the counter i m n t becomes the dominant factor in leaving the contended band, which means that as i m n t approaches the contention limitÎ n for BS n, the BS becomes much more likely to leave this band. This has the advantage of minimizing the time wasted due to contention over any band, thus improving throughput, and also forcing cognitive BSs to quickly vacate bands when PUs become active (since PUs will create interference on the BS that resembles persistent contention in the band). In the latter case, we want the BS to abandon the contented band to the PU as fast as possible.
On the other hand, if a i is decreased, the second factor s n t /Ŝ n becomes the dominant factor, which ensures that BSs who meet their spectrum demandŜ n or are close to doing so are more likely to leave the contended band for the benefit of other BSs who have not been able to meet their spectrum demand just yet. This factor was added to ensure fairness in contention resolution among uncoordinated BSs.
Contention is resolved when all but one BS decide to leave the contended band, in which case the remaining BS wins the exclusive right to use the band until the end of the current maintenance window, in which case it has to decide whether to keep (or leave) one of its successfully acquired bands (including the most recent acquisition).
F. CONTROL PARAMETERS
A useful feature of our HOP-M algorithm is that it provides the designer with several control parameters to fine-tune the behavior of the algorithm to suit the designer's needs. For example, we just mentioned that the a i parameter allows easy control of the contention process, thus balancing system throughput, PU interference time, and fairness. Also we mentioned that the choice of the values for w and a d (see section III-C) allows the designer a nice tradeoff between overall throughput and BS settling time by controlling the length of the maintenance window. For compactness, we summarize in Table 1 the tradeoffs for all the parameters used in our proposed protocol. Based on these tradeoffs (verified by extensive simulation), we picked the parameter values shown in Table 2 for our simulations. 
IV. EVALUATION A. NETWORK SETUP
We simulate a decentralized CRN with N = 10 cognitive BSs competing for access to M = 100 spectrum bands. We setup the BS spectrum demandŜ n to control the load on the system, which is defined as L = N n=1Ŝ n /M . The main simulation parameters are listed in Table 2 .
We compare the performance of our proposed HOP-M technique to the opportunistic access method in [11] . In addition, we show the results for three more cases: (i) an ideal centralized system, which divides spectrum between cognitive BSs proportional to their demandŜ n via a centralized controller. Only one CCC is used to allow this central controller to communicate with the rest of the cognitive BSs. The second system we simulate is (ii) a purely random decentralized access technique, in which cognitive BSs select randomlyŜ n spectrum bands (with equal probability) from the set of M available bands at the beginning of each time slot. Since BSs repeat this process every time slot with no coordination whatsoever, excessive contention is a major problem for this method. The last case is (iii) the gradient ascent learning technique in [30] , which is a modern representative of the decentralized game theory approaches used extensively in literature to solve the channel assignment problem in CRNs. In gradient ascent, the cognitive BSs behave as players, who update their future game strategies in response to the reported strategies by other BSs. The strategy of each BS n is represented by the vector π m n (t), which is the probability of BS n joining band m during time slot t. Such probability vector is broadcast by each BS at the end of each time slot so that others can calculate the next iteration of such probabilities π m n (t + 1), which is determined from the solution to a data transmission optimization problem. The parameters we use for this technique are similar to those in [11] and [30] .
B. PERFORMANCE MEASURES
To compare the performance of our proposed method to the other algorithms, we adopt the following performance parameters described in [11] : BS successful transmission, BS contention bands, PU interference time, and BS settling time. We also introduce two new metrics to quantify the frequency switching behavior in all algorithms, specifically: spectrum occupancy spread, and frequency interruptions. The performance parameters are defined below:
BS successful transmission: This metric is simply the number of successfully acquired bands by BS n during time slot t, which we denoted by s n (t). We use this important performance metric because it represents the amount of data that the BS can transmit and receive. We will sometimes refer to the average of s n (t) over the whole simulation time for BS n using the symbol S n , while referring to the average of s n (t) for all BSs in the system over one particular time slot t as S t = N n=1 s n (t)/N . Finally, we denote the average of s n (t) for all cognitive BSs over the whole simulation time for a particular scenario by the symbol S.
BS contention bands: This is c n (t), which denotes the number of spectrum bands acquired by BS n under contention during time slot t. Similar to the above, we will designate the average of c n (t) over simulation time for one BS n as C n , the average of c n (t) for all BSs in the system over one particular time slot t as C t , and the average of c n (t) for all cognitive BSs over the whole simulation time as C.
PU interference time:
This parameter (denoted by T i ) indicates the number of consecutive time slots it takes cognitive BSs in the CRN to stop interfering with a PU after the PU gets activated. Since CRNs are supposed to minimize interference on PUs, this value should be as small as possible.
Settling time: The settling time, designated as T s , is a measure of the system convergence time when a disturbance occurs in the CRN, such as when new BSs join the network, or when a PU is activated causing some BSs to abandon some of the bands they are using. We define T s as the number of consecutive time slots needed for s n (t) of a disturbed BS n to return to its steady-state average value S n after the disturbance starts. Smaller T s values are preferred, as it means that the outage in data transmission is minimized for the cognitive BSs.
Spectrum occupancy spread: We would like to quantify the frequency switching overhead on the cognitive BSs and their users. To achieve this, we will produce later what we call the spectrum occupancy rank diagram (see Fig. 6 , for example). This occupancy diagram displays the occupancy frequency f n (m) in which BS n successfully occupies band m throughout the simulation period. In other words, f n (m) is the ratio of successful acquisition time of band m divided by the total simulation time T . To allow for a clear visualization of the occupancy frequency, the x-axis in the diagram represents the rank of the spectrum band r m (rather than its index m), where the most frequently occupied band is given rank r m = 1, the second most utilized band is r m = 2, and so on.
The curve in the spectrum occupancy rank diagram will either be compact (semi-rectangular) in shape if the BS constraints itself to occupying a limited set of spectrum bands, or the curve will be smeared out if the BS keeps switching its operating frequency between a large set of bands (see Fig. 6 ). To measure the compactness (or span) of such curve, we introduce the spectrum occupancy spread parameter (or simply spread), which is defined as the maximum band rank R n at which the following condition is still satisfied,
Hence, the spread R n represents the number of most favored spectrum bands that BS n has successfully utilized to satisfy 90% of its data transmission activity during the simulation time. The 90% point was chosen for equation (10) because the 100% mark would have resulted in the trivial answer of R n = M for most cases. The spread can be viewed as an empirical measure of the width of the spectrum occupancy rank diagram, similar to how a variance is a measure of the spread of a probability density function (pdf) away from its mean. The more the spectrum occupancy rank diagram is smeared, the higher the spread value will be, and the more frequency switching the BS would sustain.
Frequency interruptions count:
We note that some spectrum assignment techniques require that a BS persists in VOLUME 4, 2016 utilizing a specific set of spectrum bands, which minimizes the resulting spectrum occupancy spread R n . But such protocols do not take into account the problem of collisions that interrupt the continuity of successful transmission in such bands. Clearly, the smaller the interruptions, the less frequency switching overhead is incurred.
To quantify this behavior, we denote by χ m n the number of interruptions suffered by BS n during its successful transmission in band m. In other words, χ m n is the number of events in which a BS has to leave spectrum band m after occupying it successfully, either because a collision has occurred in the band, or because the BS decided to leave the band voluntarily. We sum these interruptions over all bands within the spread R n of a particular BS, and we name this metric the frequency interruptions count χ n = R n m=1 χ m n for that BS.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Three experiments are conducted in total. The experiments test various aspects of our proposed technique, including throughput performance, frequency switching overhead, fairness in accessing the unlicensed spectrum and reaction to PU activation.
A. UNIFORM DEMAND
Our first experiment, which represents a base for the remaining experiments, assumes that all cognitive BSs have the same spectrum demand. In other words,Ŝ n =Ŝ, ∀ n ∈ [1, N ], whereŜ is varied between 5 and 15 bands to achieve an overall system load of L = 50% − 150%. PUs are not activated within the network for now. The behavior of the BSs when occupying bands under low load and high load scenarios is investigated. We start by looking at the case of full load on the system (L = 100%). Fig. 4 shows the average number of successfully acquired bands S n for each BS in the system for our HOP-M technique versus the other techniques. Distributing the M = 100 available bands fairly between the N = 10 cognitive BSs requires that each BS receives its demand ofŜ n = 10 bands. Our HOP-M protocol achieves this impressive fairness, even though it is a completely decentralized approach. The performance is similar to that of the centralized and opportunistic techniques, but with slight improvement in the overall system throughput (S = 9.93 for HOP-M). The centralized system achieves S = 9.90 because it loses one of its bands as a CCC channel. The opportunistic technique forces its cognitive BSs to regularly switch between bands, thus wasting some time in contending for new bands, and hence attaining a throughput of S = 9.86. Achieving this high throughput (and fairness) in decentralized systems is a remarkable achievement in its own right, but what is unique to the HOP-M algorithm compared to the other techniques is its ability to reduce the frequency switching overhead in the system. To see this, we display in Fig. 5 (for L = 100% ) the number of successful bands s n (t) versus simulation time for one example BS (specifically BS9) running our proposed method, then running the opportunistic technique, and finally the random method. We can clearly see that while the opportunistic technique requires the BS to continuously give up its spectrum bands and acquire new ones in a regular fashion, the BS in our method is more committed to keeping its bands, only occasionally giving the most recently-acquired band to see if someone else is in dire need for it, but the BS gets another substitute band later to satisfy its own spectrum demand. The random technique is the worst as it gives up all its bands at the end of each time slot and attempts to obtain new ones during the next time slot, which means holding on to the same band has a very small probability of occurring.
To provide even more solid proof of this advantage of HOP-M, we show in Fig. 6 the spectrum occupancy rank diagram for BS9 (at 100% system load). Other BSs (not shown) demonstrate similar behavior. It is clear that BS9 in HOP-M technique persistently utilized a set of 9 spectrum bands for its data transmission needs without having to switch from such bands that often. This is the stability for which we strive at times when PUs are not active, as there is no need for the BSs to incur excessive costs of switching their operating frequency when spectrum is available. However, BS9 attempts to use an additional 10th band when it can, but gives that band up from time to time to see if other BSs need it more urgently, which means it utilized some other bands from time to time.
Let us compare this behavior to the other spectrum assignment techniques. In the opportunistic method, BS9 utilized almost all bands in the system, as it continually (and gradually) gave up its successfully occupied bands and contended for others. This meant that as time progressed it no longer occupied a particular spectrum, rather it has moved to another, all the time incurring (along with its users) frequency switching costs. The gradient technique can reduce this frequency abandonment behavior, as BS9 persists on contending for certain bands rather than others. Unfortunately, since the gradient algorithm requires BSs to contend for the bands at the beginning of every time slot, excessive collisions ensue, and the frequency of utilizing the bands drops to a very small value (almost 52%). Notice that other bands have also been used (to a lesser extent) by the gradient technique creating contention in all bands. Of course, the purely random technique forces BS9 to pick bands to use every time slot (from a uniform probability), causing a uniform smearing of the occupancy curve, and additionally drops the achieved throughput due to excessive collisions in such bands.
We restate that other BSs in the simulation exhibit similar spectrum occupancy curves. So, instead of showing all such curves, we rather show the spectrum occupancy spread metric R n for the different BSs under HOP-M and other paradigms (see Fig. 7 ). It is clear that our technique limits the various BSs to pick a few bands (in a fair way) to utilize most of the time rather than jumping back and forth between bands. To achieve 90% of its successful communications, each BS in HOP-M only utilized 9 spectrum bands, while in the opportunistic technique each BS required almost 80 bands to accomplish the same task because the BSs keep moving to a different band every now and then. The worst is the purely random technique, which predictably required 90 bands to send 90% of its successful traffic. We do not fail to mention that even though the gradient algorithm spends most of its successful acquisitions in R n ≈ 20 spectrum bands (i.e., the spread is reasonably small), the gradient technique performance is way inferior to HOP-M. This is because the gradient technique suffers excessive collisions reducing its throughput and creating interruptions to the continuity of its successful transmissions. To give an indication of this, we display the frequency interruptions count χ n in Fig. 8 for the different BSs. It is clear that the number of interruptions for both the gradient and random techniques are so excessive, reaching approximately 52,000 and 67,000 interruptions over all the bands within the spectrum spread of each BS. On the other hand, the HOP-M and opportunistic techniques use the intelligent behavior of not contending for bands every time slot, thus clearly minimizing interruptions compared to the gradient and random methods. However, HOP-M has extra stability and reduces both the spectrum spread and frequency interruptions to minimum values, realizing all the advantages of minimal frequency switching cost. This stability of HOP-M in using bands becomes even more notable in cases of lower system loads, which is a typical scenario for unlicensed CRN operations in rural and suburban areas. In such cases, the HOP-M algorithm prevents BSs from switching between different frequencies since there are a lot of empty bands available for everyone. This provides a very stable operation for the BS and its SUs, that is only second to fully-licensed operations. Fig. 9 shows the number of successful bands s 9 (t) versus simulation time again for BS9 under a system load of L = 75%. Notice that BS9 does not abandon any of its acquired bands throughout the simulation, unlike the opportunistic technique, which is designed to maintain a continuous flux of spectrum bands amongst participating BSs. This flux was introduced to allow the opportunistic technique to adapt to sudden changes in the configuration of the CRN. Our HOP-M technique will still be able to adapt to disturbances to the CRN but with a much more desirable stability than the opportunistic access method.
Finally, we show in Fig. 10 the spectrum spread for all tested loads, showing that the HOP-M technique provides the best behavior in reducing the CRN frequency switching costs irrespective of the load, which cannot be said about any of the other techniques. The extra obtained stability of HOP-M does not, in any way, affect the obtained throughput of the system, which is verified in Fig. 11 (showing the throughput S versus system load L for the various spectrum access techniques). Just like the centralized and opportunistic algorithms, our HOP-M method delivers an outstanding performance whether there is a surplus of spectrum bands, or a shortage of spectrum bands. We even designed our technique to match the behavior of the opportunistic algorithm in providing more bands than the BS demands when there is a surplus of spectrum, but then provide an average of almost S n ≈ 10 for each BS (which is the maximum possible value) when the system is overloaded, even as high as L = 150%. Contrast this with the behavior of the purely random and gradient techniques, both of which fail to deliver an acceptable throughput due to the excessive number of collisions they incur.
B. PU ACTIVATION
Though the HOP-M is very stable in distributing spectrum bands among BSs, it is still very reactive to PU activation. To test this, we devise a second experiment, that is similar to experiment 1, but in which multiple PUs activate exactly in the middle of the simulation, thus occupying all spectrum bands successfully occupied by one unlucky BS, which is BS1. We observe the behavior of BS1, which is supposed to vacate such spectrum bands to the benefit of the license holders, and we also observe the behavior of the other cognitive BSs, who should relinquish some of their successful bands to the benefit of BS1 to allow for equal (fair) distribution of the bands among all BSs, even though the total number of available bands is now less than what it used to be. This second experiment tests the robustness and stability of our proposed algorithm. The response of HOP-M to a PU activation is very fast (identical to that of the opportunistic technique), at around T i = 6 time slots for BS1 to completely stop interfering with the just activated PUs (see the results in Figs. 12 and 13 ). Fig. 12 shows the effects of PU activation on the number of successfully acquired bands by BS1 for the case of L = 100%. Notice how fast BS1 leaves all its successfully acquired bands (10 in this case) in the middle of the simulation to the benefit of the PUs, thus minimizing the PU interference time T i . BS1 then gradually acquires other bands to reach almost S 1 ≈ 9, which is its fair share of spectrum after distributing the remaining 90 bands over the 10 cognitive BSs.
Both the PU interference time T i and BS settling times T s are shown in Fig. 13 versus system load for HOP-M compared to the opportunistic technique. It is noteworthy that when the load is below L = 100%, the HOP-M technique allows for a smaller settling time for the BSs compared to the opportunistic method. This is because other BSs quickly sense (with the help of the history-based n (t) score) the drop in the number of empty spectrum bands, and swiftly leave bands for the affected BS1 to utilize, rather than waiting for the natural band shuffling in the opportunistic system to allow BS1 to obtain new bands (from those who give them up).
At higher loads, on the other hand, our system is slower to respond compared to the opportunistic technique, but that does not represent any significant drawback because of four reasons: (a) In real life, it is not practical to continuously run the system in overload conditions, rather we only tolerate short bursts of overload, at which case a slightly higher settling time is acceptable so long as the PU interference time does not worsen (which is what the HOP-M technique promises), (b) The values of T s = 360 and T s = 760 time slots for settling time at L = 150% (see Fig. 13 ) are still short in practice. For example, if the time slot is set to 10 ms [31] , [32] , incumbent BSs and the disturbed BS will completely stabilize in about 3.6 and 7.6 seconds, respectively, at L = 150%. (c) The settling time values saturate as the load gets higher (rather than increasing exponentially), which ensures stability and robustness of the system. Finally, (d) as we noted earlier in section III-C, the system designer has complete control over the settling time by adjusting the w and a d parameters. For example, reducing just the w parameter from w = 30 slots to w = 10 slots, while keeping all other parameters the same, the settling time drops from T s = 360 and T s = 760 slots to T s = 120 and T s = 370 slots, respectively, at L = 150%. Of course, the tradeoff is that the overall throughput S marginally drops from 99.7% to 99.3% at such high 150% load.
C. FAIRNESS
Our third and final experiment will evaluate the flexibility and fairness of our HOP-M protocol in distributing spectrum bands among cognitive BSs when their demand for spectrum is not the same. To allow for a simple comparison, we will assume a linear increase in demand with BS index, where BS1 presents the minimum demand on the network, while BS10 presents the maximum demand. This is achieved by settinĝ S n = α (n − 1) + 3, where α is a constant set depending on the desired system load, and n is the BS index. For example, using α = 1 will result in BS demands ofŜ 1 = 3 bands, S 2 = 4 bands, up toŜ 10 = 12 bands, adding up to a total of 75 bands requested by the cognitive BSs, which represents an L = 75% system load. Fig. 14 shows (for L = 100%) the average number of successfully acquired bands by each BS for the various spectrum sharing techniques we tested. Interestingly, the HOP-M technique managed to distribute the spectrum bands in perfect proportion to each BS demand (i.e., in proportion to the ratiô S n / N n=1Ŝ n ). The performance is almost identical to the centralized technique, and improves on that of the opportunistic method, which has a curve that is slightly skewed compared to the centralized curve. This fairness level is unprecedented in a fully decentralized system. Both the gradient and random techniques fail to provide enough bands for the cognitive BSs due to their excessive collisions, and also cannot achieve the desired fairness in distributing the spectrum as indicated by the different slopes of their curves compared to the centralized technique. It is interesting to note that this unfairness worsens with extra load on the system as shown in Fig. 15 , where the system load was increased to L = 125%. Only our technique provides unparalleled fairness levels even at this high load, which is very close to that of the perfect centralized system. Notice, on the other hand, how the opportunistic technique curve skews even more at higher loads, which is due to the challenge of coordinating between different competing BSs to access a scarce resource, in a completely decentralized fashion. Finally, it is worth mentioning that varying the spectrum demand has no effect on the excellent performance of HOP-M in terms of throughput and spectrum spread. To show this, we present in Figs. 16 and 17 such performance parameters, respectively, for this experiment versus load. Similar to the first experiment, the results clearly show that the performance of HOP-M is superior to the other techniques, with throughput almost identical (or slightly better) than both the centralized and opportunistic techniques, but with much smaller spectrum spread than every other technique, resulting in minimal frequency switching overhead for the CRN. This applies whether the system is under loaded or overloaded.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Minimizing frequency switching overhead can be quite beneficial to CRNs, due to the reduced energy, decreased delay and diminished communication overhead that otherwise would be required when a BS switches from one frequency band to another.
In this work we introduced HOP-M, a decentralized method for channel allocation in CRNs that can achieve remarkable savings in frequency switching cost. In this algorithm, BSs sense spectrum status and maintain such information in a short history record. This history allows BSs to perceive the current demand on the network, and figure out the most appropriate spectrum bands for which the BS should contend. The intelligent handling of the process of acquiring and leaving bands based on history information minimizes contention among BSs, and results in impressive overall throughput, without affecting the reaction time of BSs to activating PUs.
Finally, we have seen from simulation results that the fairness levels achieved by HOP-M are quite notable, as they are almost identical to what can be achieved with a centralized controller, without the headache involved in setting up the full infrastructure of a centralized system. In addition, all these features do not require any extra communication overhead between the cognitive BSs, which is another convenient feature for our proposed technique.
Our future plans for the HOP-M protocol include improving it settling time at high loads, adding to its flexibility under fast PU activation/deactivation, and also analytical modeling of its performance.
